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Sword-singer Mar 31 2022 Sword-Singer once again unites Del and Tiger--she among the greatest of Northern sword masters, he a Southron warrior
of legendary skills--on a new and perilous journey into the North, to the Place of Swords, where Del must submit to trial-by-combat for the slaying of
her sword-master.
Sword of Destiny Dec 04 2019 Geralt the Witcher - revered and hated - holds the line against the monsters plaguing humanity in the bestselling
series that inspired the hit Witcher Netflix show and video games. Geralt of Rivia is a Witcher, a man whose magic powers and lifelong training have
made him a brilliant fighter and a merciless assassin. Yet he is no ordinary killer: he hunts the vile fiends that ravage the land and attack the
innocent. But not everything monstrous-looking is evil; not everything fair is good . . . and in every fairy tale there is a grain of truth. Translated by
David French. Andrzej Sapkowski, winner of the World Fantasy Lifetime Achievement award, started an international phenomenon with his Witcher
series. In this second collection of short stories, following the adventures of the hit collection The Last Wish, join Geralt as he battles monsters,
demons and prejudices alike . . .
The History of Our World Beyond the Wave Nov 02 2019 After much of civilization is wiped out by a massive tidal wave, Paul Sant, formerly a
college professor, must learn to survive in a harsh and strange new world
Double-Edged Sword Jul 03 2022 Sidney Franklin (1903-76) was the last person you'd expect to become a bullfighter. The streetwise son of a Russian
Jewish cop, Sidney had an all-American boyhood in early twentieth-century Brooklyn--while hiding the fact that he was gay. A violent confrontation
with his father sent him packing to Mexico City, where first he opened a business, then he opened his mouth--bragging that Americans had the
courage to become bullfighters. Training with iconic matador Rodolfo Gaona, Sidney's dare spawned a legend. Following years in small-town Mexican
bullrings, he put his moxie where his mouth was, taking Spain by storm as the first American matador. Sidney's 1929 rise coincided with that of his
friend Ernest Hemingway's, until a bull's horn in a most inappropriate place almost ended his career--and his life. Bart Paul illuminates the artistry
and violence of the mysterious ritual of the bulls as he tells the story of this remarkable character, from Franklin's life in revolutionary Mexico to his
triumphs in Spain, from the pages of Death in the Afternoon to the destructive vortex of Hemingway's affair with Martha Gellhorn during the bloody
Spanish Civil War. This is the story of an unlikely hero--a gay man in the most masculine of worlds who triumphed over prejudice and adversity as he
achieved what no American had ever accomplished, teaching even Hemingway lessons in grace, machismo, and respect.
The Sword in Anglo-Saxon England May 09 2020 This study concerns the importance of the sword in Anglo-Saxon and Viking society, with
reference to surviving swords and literary sources, especially Beowulf.
Star Sword Nov 14 2020 Valka the Wolf Slayer tumbles into the underground kingdom of Agartha where the Master of Masters asks him to battle a
black magician plotting to usurp his position. Valka fights the magician's minions across Agartha, then faces the magician himself in a battle to the
death.
A Catalogue of Engraved Gems in the British Museum Dec 28 2021
The Sword of Attila Jan 05 2020 Only one man has the power and courage to preserve Rome from utter destruction-but to save the Empire, he must
first overcome the Sword of Attila. In an epic campaign that historians have called the most crucial in history, two great warriors match strength and
tactics in a colossal struggle for the fate of the known world. Ultimate authority in the fragile Western Empire rests on the shoulders of one man.
Adhering to the ancient code of honor on which Rome was founded, he wages a single-minded struggle against barbarian invasions and internal
decadence to prevent a catastrophic reign of terror. Respected and feared by friends and enemies alike, he is Count Flavius Aetius, Supreme General
of the Legions-better known to history as the Last of the Romans. Facing him is a foe who has led his Asian hordes on a rampage of conquest and
terror, from the barren steppes of the north to the very sands of Persia, ruthlessly destroying vast swaths of civilization. Now he and his army of
fierce horsemen have penetrated deep into Europe and are poised to strike at the heart of the empire, the city of Rome itself. The entire world
shudders at mention of this man's name-Attila the Hun. Horrified victims call him the Scourge of God. On a sweltering June day in A.D. 451, the fates
of these two titans of antiquity collide in a conflict of such massive carnage and heroism as to dwarf nearly every other single battle in history.
Though little known today, this monumental contest on a remote plain in Gaul determined the fate of Europe-and the very course of civilization. In
The Sword of Attila, Michael Curtis Ford once again demonstrates his mastery as a chronicler of battle, honor, and ancient worlds.
Beyond the seas Sep 05 2022
The Perfect Sword Aug 04 2022 In 2000, archaeologist Paul Gething rediscovered a sword. An unprepossessing length of rusty metal, it had been left
on a shelf for thirty years. But Paul had a suspicion that the sword had more to tell than appeared, so he sent it for further tests. When the results
came back, he realised that he had in his possession what was possibly the finest, and certainly the most complex, sword ever made, which had been
forged in seventh-century Northumberland by an anonymous swordsmith. This is the story of this sword: how and why it was made, who made it and
what it meant to the warriors and kings who wielded it for three centuries. It is also the story of the archaeologists and swordsmiths who found,
studied and attempted to recreate the sword using only the materials and technologies available to the smith who first made it. The result is a
remarkable journey into the life and items of a seminal but little documented period of history when the foundations for what would become England,
Wales and Scotland were laid.
Goddess of Night Jun 09 2020 A war four-thousand years in the making.In the mists of time, Lilith sealed her immortal lover away. Awakened,
Samael has only one plan: revenge. Linked to Samael and caught in the middle, Katelina watched as Lilith took both her best friend Sarah and a child
vampire hostage. Now, it’s up to her and Jorick to get them back. Joined by a group more foe than friend, they search for the ancient vampiress,
never dreaming the fight will come to them. A horrific attack leaves Katelina’s hometown in ruins. Sightings say Sarah may have escaped, but with
her mother in a coma, should Katelina go? Or should she stay? Will more destruction follow when Samael catches Lilith’s scent? The final installment
of the Amaranthine series raises the stakes. No longer the weak, terrified woman she was, Katelina will have to step up or lose everything she’s ever
cared about.
The Sword Behind the Shield May 21 2021 The history of the Hungarian theatre of war from late August 1944 to the end of March 1945 is a
special chapter of the history of the Eastern Front during World War II. The Soviet 2nd and 3rd Ukrainian Fronts had encircled Budapest by
Christmas 1944, after very heavy combat. However, this was just the first phase of a period of intense combat, as Adolf Hitler and the German High
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Command planned the relief of the Hungarian capital. The reinforced IV. SS-Panzerkorps was designated for this task and its units were transferred
rapidly from Polish territory to Hungary. Two operational plans were swiftly devised by the Germans, before they chose that codenamed "Konrad".
This was an armoured strike from the Komárom region through the mountains south of the river Danube to the Buda side of the Hungarian capital.
The first day of Operation "Konrad" was 1 January 1945, and marked the beginning of a series of fierce clashes that lasted for nearly six weeks, a
very special period in the history of the Battle for Budapest. Both sides employed significant numbers of armoured forces in these battles, including
heavy tanks. The German-Hungarian forces tried to break through to Budapest three times in three different locations, but each time they struck
relocated Soviet tank, mechanized, rifle, cavalry, artillery and anti-tank units from 3rd Ukrainian Front's reserve. In January 1945, furious tank
battles developed in the eastern part of Transdanubia in Hungary, especially in the areas of Bajna, Zsámbék, Zámoly, Pettend, Vereb, Dunapentele
and Székesfehérvár. After the third and strongest German attempt (code-named "Konrad 3"), which also failed, the Soviet troops launched a counteroffensive in late January 1945 to encircle and eliminate the advancing enemy forces. But the German armoured Kampfgruppen managed to blunt the
Soviet attack, which eventually wound down and fragmented, mirroring the German offensives before it. This work is based mainly on German,
Soviet and Hungarian archival records (e.g. war diaries, daily and after-action reports, etc.). In addition, a number of rare unit histories,
contemporary private diaries and reliable personal memoirs, from generals to enlisted men, have also been used by the author. The combat actions
are extremely detailed, and provide a day-by-day account. The author analyzes the command and control systems at operational and tactical levels
and the losses of both sides. For a better understanding of the events the book includes many detailed specially-commissioned colour battle maps.
Behind the Rising Sun Mar 19 2021 A war novel by Nigerian novelist and politician Sebastian Okechukwu Mezu. The novel was first published by
Heinemann, and later reprinted in 1972 as part of the influential African Writers Series. The novel explores the events of the Nigerian Civil War (also
known as the Biafra War). The novel is the first novel to deal with the war, following, and does so from a Biafran perspective. The novel suggests that
the Nigerian victory in the war was not due to an aptitude by the Nigerian forces, but by the ineptitude of Baifran ability.
Jerusalem Rising Oct 14 2020 When Adah bat Shallum finds the governor of Judah weeping over the crumbling wall of Jerusalem, she learns the
reason for Nehemiah's unexpected visit—God has called him to rebuild the wall around the City of David.Nehemiah challenges the people of God to
labor on the wall and in return, the names of their fathers will be written in the annals for future generations to cherish. But Adah has one sister and
no brothers. Will her father, who rules a half-district of Jerusalem, be forgotten forever?Adah bravely vows to rebuild her city's wall, though she soon
discovers that Jerusalem not only has enemies outside the city, but also within. Can Adah, her sister, and the men they love, honor God's call? Or will
their mission be crushed by the same stones they hope to construct?
The Battle Behind the Sword Jul 11 2020 After encountering the lies, betrayal, hurt and grief that can sometimes come with Ministry, I told God I
was done. This is my story of renewed strength.To many Christians, the role of a Minister seems to be one that they would desire - the fame and the
lucrative income presents an enticing illusion. If Ministers would tell the truth about ministry, about their shortcomings and what this journey really
entails, there would be so many more people delivered. Christians tend to hold other believers to such a high standard of what Christianity is, that
when others are not able to live up to that standard, they are criticized and judged, which consequently cause them to just give up on God. This book
tells the story of Lady Linda Jenise, an anointed Minister who experienced spiritual and personal ups and downs that came as a result of the call of
God on her life. In the presence of hurt and doubt she continued to battle until victorious. Her message rings clear that even though it is easy to quit,
you can fight for your faith and win!!
Master of the Sword Feb 04 2020 Rachel Goldenstein continues to lead her group home, but perhaps Earth isn't as safe as she had thought. It is a
time for the newly appointed Lady Goldensword to command armies. A time to forge new alliances and to make war against the children of magic.
There will be great loss for Rachel... and perhaps a chance to learn the terrible truth behind her shadow magic. “By the light of the gates, she saw
her adversaries rise, bearing magical swords and staves. Rachel set down her candle stand and drew her swords. Somewhere, during the skirmish
that followed, a flying, severed leg almost toppled her candle stand. She put out a hand to steady it. Some, the less hardy of them, fled at the sight of
her. Ever afterwards, there would be a legend of a ghost in a torn white dress drenched in red blood, with crimson hair and a devilish grin. It was a
world that could never be the same. A world that a woman would boldly change.”
Fox Elvensword and the Sword of Bhaal Jun 02 2022 Born of deceit and troubled times, Fox Elvensword finds himself entwined in a web of intrigue
that pits him against the citizens of his home town as well as the machinations of a dragon bent on the destruction of all Fox loves. He must fight
against incredible odds, beat invincible foes, and struggle with the ones he loves, To become that which he is destined to be, The champion. He must
survive all this and become THE RANGER.
The Morning Star Sep 24 2021 Where’s the support group for demon parents? Samael, the OG Satan who no one has seen in over two million years
is supposedly roaming the world and killing angels. Just like all those Elvis sightings, if Elvis was a murdering Fallen angel, that is. As the new-andimproved Satan, it’s my responsibility to track him down and bring him to justice. I can’t even manage to keep my adopted infant angel from
repeatedly killing his corporeal form, but somehow I’m supposed to get control of Hel and face down the Fallen archangel whose shoes I’m struggling
to fill. It’s going to be the shortest fight ever, but if I don’t win, it won’t just be my funeral. Samael has changed, and if he wins, the world under his
iron fist will fall into chaos—the bad kind of chaos.
A Tale of the Free: Corsair Sep 12 2020 An action-packed novella from acclaimed fantasy author Brian Ruckley, following the adventures of the
Free - the most feared mercenary company the world has ever seen. For years the Free have sold their martial and magical skills to the highest
bidder, winning countless victories that have overthrown kings and shaken empires. Yulan is a newcomer to their ranks, keen to prove himself worthy
of the Free's name. When corsair marauders ravage the Hommetic Kingdom's coastline, Yulan gets his chance. His mission is simple: travel to the
corsairs' island fortress, persuade their self-proclaimed king to sign a peace treaty, then head home with sword unbloodied. Yet the crumbling
fortress holds many secrets, and blades speak louder than words. Soon Yulan must fight not just for the glory of the Free, but for his very survival.
Look out for more thrilling tales of the Free: A TALE OF THE FREE: EXILE A TALE OF THE FREE: TYRANT
The Sword of Bedwyr Nov 26 2021 The first adventure in the New York Times–bestselling fantasy trilogy from the legendary million-selling author
and creator of Drizzt Do’Urden. In the once-stable land of Eriador, young fighter Luthien Bedwyr is too naive to grasp the consequences of the evil
new reign of Wizard-King Greensparrow—until Luthien’s best friend is slain by one of the despot’s cyclopean soldiers. Publicly vowing revenge,
Luthien becomes not only the wizard’s most-wanted adversary, but also a fugitive embarking on a grand scheme to restore peace to the kingdom. His
mettle tested, Luthien crosses paths with highwayhalfling Oliver deBurrows. The irrepressible thief is game to join him. But at the behest of an
ancient mage, Luthien must first secure two ancient weapons from a dragon’s lair: a legendary sword and a mystical blood-red cape that renders its
wearer invisible. Rumors soon begin to swirl of a freedom fighter preparing to strike against Greensparrow and his monstrous minions, affording a
tenuous hope for liberation among Eriador’s oppressed—especially a beautiful Fairborn elf slave risking everything to support the coming insurgency
of the hero they call the Crimson Shadow. This first tale of the Crimson Shadow trilogy is “a fine adventure filled with memorable characters and
compelling action” (Terry Brooks). New York Times–bestselling author R. A. Salvatore once again proves he “choreographs battle scenes better than
any other contemporary fantasist” (Publishers Weekly).
The White Company Mar 07 2020
Littell's Living Age Aug 12 2020
The Sword of Aradel Dec 16 2020 To save his kingdom, a stable boy steps through a portal to the future When the duke dies, the evil wizard
Albericus presents his heir with the sword of Aradel, a magical blade whose owner can never be bested in combat. Brian, the stable boy, has no
interest in politics until the day that he spills a water trough onto the new duke’s horse and finds the sword of Aradel pointed at his throat. He picks
up his quarterstaff, expecting certain death, but the lowly stable boy defeats the duke with ease. The sword of Aradel is a fake! The true sword has
been hidden by spell in a far-off future land. A powerful sorceress knights Brian and sends him forward in time to find the blade that will save the
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kingdom. With Albericus in pursuit, Brian charges through the portal and emerges in a strange new world known as New York City, where a magic
sword waits for a noble knight to wield it once again.
The Academy of the Sword Oct 06 2022 The most detailed and comprehensive treatise on swordsmanship ever written, Gerard Thibault's Academy
of the Sword offers an extraordinary glimpse into a forgotten landscape of ideas, in which Pythagorean sacred geometry illuminated the lethal
realities of rapier combat to create one of the Western world's only thoroughly documented esoteric martial arts. Translated by the widely respected
occultist and scholar John Michael Greer, this stunningly illustrated and precisely detailed manual of Renaissance swordsmanship is a triumphant
document of Renaissance culture-as well as a practical manual of a martial art that can still be studied and practiced today.
The 3Rd Rise Jun 29 2019 The demon Saul has broken the seal that had held his army trapped inside. The God of War has returned to lead the heroes
of the past and the men of the future against the Army that threatens to sweep across the world. But before they can do anything else they must fight
the dead.
The Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science and Art Aug 24 2021
Rachel of the Sword Nov 07 2022 Rachel of the Sword by Linda Carnahan Rachel Alice Grayson suddenly wakes up in a different world. Zagrith the
daemon witch takes her from the safety of her home in America to Carrines, a mystical place of magic, aelfs, faeries, dwarves, humans, and half-aelfs
but she soon finds that the land is constantly threatened by daemons, crazed mutants and monsters. In order to earn her way back home, Zagrith
demands she fulfills a mission: she must bring a rusty enchanted sword to the dark mage, a rogue, who is destined to be the Protector of the Universe
and if she is successful will defeat the hungry Gothfyl. She prepares to meet Michael, the dark mage, who has been devoid of emotion since he was a
small child. When Rachel arrives, his emotions suddenly return and he blames her for all of his troubles. Rachel must earn his trust to make him
believe that he is the rightful one to use the sword or the prophecy regarding the mage will never come true. But a problem arises-the sword is found
to be tainted with daemon magic; it is no longer pure. Now, she not only has to deal with Michael's unpredictable behavior, she also has to contend
with the people believing that she is a daemon witch that has cast a spell upon Michael to destroy him. As she rides with Michael and his Black
Company to solve the mystery of the sword, Carrines' peace is threatened by the Gothfyl's minions as it tries to stop them. Should they prevent it
from breaking through the barrier between its universe and theirs, it will be denied the sweet tasty energy it hungers for. And as the mages study the
life sword and the prophecy, it becomes clear that Rachel's roll in saving their world is more than just giving the sword to Michael. She must get
Michael to see the great part his nemesis the daemon lords will play in his destiny. Together they must persuade the races of Carrines to set aside
their prejudices to defeat the forces of the Gothfyl. About the Author Linda Carnahan is a retired detention officer of Gila County Sheriff's Office. She
is a very active member of the community having been a founding member and first vice chair of the Bullion Plaza Museum and Cultural Center. She
is currently working on her second and third cookbook to help fund the museum. Proud of her Celtic heritage, she created the Arizona Cornish
Society, put out a Cornish newsletter, and participated in Celtic games in both Tucson and Mesa.
The Romance of King Arthur and His Knights of the Round Table Apr 19 2021
Sword of the Wild Rose Aug 31 2019 When his young wife is brutally murdered in a senseless raid, Derick Davidson, son of a Scottish chieftain, seeks
revenge. Suspected by the English authorities, he flees Scotland, arriving in Boston at the onset of the American Revolution. He meets the colourful
frontiersman, Daniel Morgan who talks of war and freedom. But another war rages inside Dericks heart, a deadly conflict that challenges the very
core of his political and spiritual beliefs. He follows one burning desireto be free. Morgan takes Derick to Virginia where he meets the winsome and
beautiful Kearan Mackenzies. He teaches her to sword fight and Kearan learns the secrets of his troubled past. He learns of another freedoma liberty
greater than any king or country has to offer. At the Battle of Point Pleasant, Wyandot Indians capture Derick and his uncle, a Longhunter, and
former soldier of the Black Watch. Escape seems impossible and death inevitable. During this terrible impasse, the Longhunter points Derick to
another weapona two-edged sword that slashes to the very thoughts of his heart. Filled with danger, intrigue, and suspense,Sword of the Wild
Roseexplores the meaning of freedom, friendship, and prevailing love. We follow one mans spiritual journey from the depths of heartbreak and
revenge to the liberating experience of divine forgiveness and the joy of unforeseen love.
Anackire Feb 15 2021 The lowland girl seemed to contain fire. Her hair stirred, flickered, gushed upward, blowing flame in a wind that did now
blow. A tower of light shot up the sky, beginning where the girl stood. For half a second there was only light, then it took form. The form it took was
Anackire. She towered, she soared. Her flesh was a white mountain. Her snake's tail a river of fire in spate. Her golden head touched the apex of the
sky, and there the serpents of her hair snapped like lightnings. Her eyes were twin suns. The eight arms, outheld as the two arms of the girl had
been, rested weightlessly on the air, the long fingers subtly moving... The girl standing before the well, unblasted by the entity she had released,
seemed only quiescent. At last one could see that her face, as it had always been, was the face of Anackire...
Graham's American Monthly Magazine of Literature, Art, and Fashion ... Jul 23 2021
The Rage of Dragons Feb 27 2022 Game of Thrones meets Gladiator in this blockbuster debut epic fantasy about a world caught in an eternal war,
and the young man who will become his people's only hope for survival. ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE'S TOP 100 FANTASY BOOKS OF ALL TIME
Winner of the Reddit/Fantasy Award for Best Debut Fantasy Novel The Omehi people have been fighting an unwinnable war for almost two hundred
years. The lucky ones are born gifted. One in every two thousand women has the power to call down dragons. One in every hundred men is able to
magically transform himself into a bigger, stronger, faster killing machine. Everyone else is fodder, destined to fight and die in the endless war.
Young, gift-less Tau knows all this, but he has a plan of escape. He's going to get himself injured, get out early, and settle down to marriage, children,
and land. Only, he doesn't get the chance. Those closest to him are brutally murdered, and his grief swiftly turns to anger. Fixated on revenge, Tau
dedicates himself to an unthinkable path. He'll become the greatest swordsman to ever live, a man willing to die a hundred thousand times for the
chance to kill the three who betrayed him. The Rage of Dragons launches a stunning and powerful debut epic fantasy series that readers are already
calling "the best fantasy book in years." The BurningThe Rage of Dragons
PC Gamer Jan 29 2022
Seeing Beyond May 01 2022 Activate your prophetic senses and operate in the invisible realm today! Imagine having access to the unseen spiritual
dimension. In fact, the Bible is clear that this should be every believer's daily experience! As a citizen of the Kingdom of God, your inheritance is the
ability to see, sense, and operate in the invisible realm of the Spirit. God opens the unseen realm to His children so they can bring Heaven’s realities
to earth. Minister, intercessory leader, and co-host of Power Hour, Sarah-Jane Biggart operates as a seer prophet. She carries an impartation to help
you grow your prophetic senses. Complete with testimonies, impartation, and activations, Seeing Beyond is a practical guide to interacting with the
unseen Kingdom of God and manifesting Heaven’s glories here on earth. Seeing Beyond will help you: Access the spirit realm easily when you learn
to enter as a citizen of Heaven. Discover the key to supernatural encounters by cultivating intimacy with God. Embrace the assignment of prophetic
intercession and spiritual warfare to destroy darkness and advance the Kingdom of God. Commune with the Lord and His angelic realm in unending
heavenly places. Uncover fresh biblical revelation that inspires a lifestyle of spiritual sight. Defeat the dark side of the invisible realm by shutting
doors to demonic influences. This is your invitation to engage all your spiritual senses with the Kingdom of God. As you begin to see past your daily
reality into the unseen realm, Heaven’s glories will manifest in your everyday life!
The Sword of Shannara: The Druids' Keep Jan 17 2021 Evil will not give up without a fight. . . . Without the Sword of Shannara, the evil Warlock
Lord cannot be defeated. Yet the quest for the mysterious talisman lies in ruins. The intrepid company of warriors assembled by the Druid Allanon to
recover the magic Sword has been shattered, dispersed by the Dark Lord’s power. And young half-elf Shea Ohmsford, the last, best hope of all the
races, is missing, perhaps captured . . . or worse. The Warlock’s fearsome armies are on the march. Tens of thousands of bloodthirsty Gnomes and
Trolls are poised to sweep down upon the border kingdom of Callahorn, gateway to the peaceful Southland. In mankind’s darkest hour, as Allanon
desperately scours the war-ravaged countryside for a sign of the missing Shea, an extraordinary drama of hardship and courage unfolds on the
desolate Streleheim Plains. There, his only companions a brash highwayman and a renegade Troll, Shea will find the Sword of Shannara tantalizingly
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close–and death terrifyingly near. . . . The Sword of Shannara Part 2: The Druids’ Keep is the newest addition to the Del Rey Imagine program, which
offers the best in classic fantasy and science fiction for readers 12 and up. From the Trade Paperback edition.
The Swords of Shakespeare Jul 31 2019 Romeo and Juliet, Macbeth, Richard III and many other of Shakespeare's plays have at least one thing in
common: they all have fight scenes, usually requiring swordfighting. This is a step-by-step guide to choreographing the stage combat scenes in the
plays of Shakespeare, particularly the principal duels (both comic and tragic) in Henry IV, Henry VI, Richard III, Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet, Troilus
and Cressida, Othello, King Lear, Macbeth, Coriolanus, Cymbeline and The Two Noble Kinsmen. The safety and training of actors is also covered as
well as a brief history of Elizabethan swordplay. The work includes 473 illustrations.
The Craft of the Japanese Sword Jun 21 2021 From raw steel to tempered blade, this text presents a visual account of the ancient craft of
swordmaking as practiced in modern Japan. Well over a thousand years old, the tradition of swordmaking in Japan is one of the most highly regarded
metal crafts in the world. When all sword manufacture was prohibited in Japan for seven years after World War II, the age-old techniques were in
danger of being lost forever. Today, in the hands of a new generation of practitioners, the craft is making a startling comeback. Connoisseurs say that
the swords being produced
Sadist Ii: the Duppy King Apr 07 2020 After suffering heavy losses at the hands of the Sadist, Patrick Stetson goes home to properly tend to his
wounds. Three years later, Patrick is up for promotion and his life has almost returned to normal. But he learns the danger he fought once before is
back, and this time it's hunting him. Paige Stetson left New York and moved to Boston leaving the past behind her. But her new found freedom is
short lived once she receives the message encapsulated in a dream. Donald Jones found peace and happiness with his new family. Donald felt the call
but ignored it until destiny showed up at his doorstep. Maria Fletcher withdrew from everyone after losing all she loved and cherished. Patrick was
the last of her family, so she reached out to him and learned that Cal Johnson was still alive. It wasn't long before her help was sought by Norton
Wyle, an ambitious federal agent who wants to harness the Sadist's power. The final judgment has begun, and in the eyes of the Sadist, all are guilty.
Arthurian Animation Oct 26 2021 This is an exploration of the potent blend of Arthurian legend, cartoon animation, and cultural and artistic trends
from 1933 to the present. In more than 170 theatrical and televised short cartoons, televised series and specials, and feature-length films from The
Sword in the Stone to Shrek the Third--all covered in this book--animators have repeatedly brought the Round Table to life. Although these
productions differ greatly in tone and intent--spanning spectra from comic to sober, fantastic to realistic, and entertaining to edifying--they share in
the proof of Camelot's continuing relevance in the modern world.
Beyond the Roman Frontier Oct 02 2019
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